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NOVEMBER 2016 

PREAMBLE 

 

Tree of the month is the reed up to the 23rd is the reed, thereafter the elder. 

Welcome to the November 2016 website, I think a cold frosty month to dominate the 

weather, at least along the east coast, sadly though the western approaches will 

continue to suffer the wet weather that has, with few exceptions, been your 

misfortune these last few months, which could mean some more problems for those 

regions that suffered in the autumn and winter 2015, however you will not have a 

Christmas day storm this year, though Boxing Day is renowned as a stormy period. 

The main problem – and still with a month to go (I pen this mid-October), I have seen 

nothing anywhere concerning the exceptionally high tide around the 14th November, 

at the risk of overkill I just draw your attention to the fact that this tide sequence is  a 

MASSIVE HIGH TIDE 14TH = 1.2 TIMES NORMAL HIGH TIDE.  There is also the 

distinct possibility that there could well be another US hurricane such as Matthew 

(October 2016) about this time that could bring the tail end to the SW approaches, 

which may well complicate matters further.    Maybe, just maybe, because I am not a 

‘weather expert or weather prophet,’ then my warning is worth nothing.   I think not. 

 



I read with interest that the ‘weather experts, prophets and scribblers,’[I say 

scribblers for if you type ‘David King weather’ into a search engine you will 

find comments there, one of which, from a scribbler – who declined to reply 

to my e-mail to her, called me ‘eccentric,’ – maybe, but I got the summer 

spot on weeks ahead too] tell us that the winter 2016/7 will be milder and 

wetter than average and that some parts will suffer flooding as last year; 

concerning the flooding I hope not for I have the greatest sympathy for you 

since I know many are still not recompensed or recovered from the earlier 

inundations.   However to counter the idea of a warmer winter, the 

methodology here is pretty good and produces a different scenario.  

It predicted correctly the N/NE wind for the Quarter Day on 29th September – 

which will last for the next 180 days until 21st March 2017 – it also predicted the 

frost in the first week of October and that it would become progressively 

colder than average after that.  I have no doubt that the winter predictions 

the methodology has thrown up are good.    If we are to have a cold winter 

here in the UK, then such a winter starts far to the east, Siberia and Eurasia 

(The Urals), and this year already Siberia and Eurasia are suffering their earliest 

and coldest winter for many years, the cold creeping westwards by the 

week.   The Alps too suffered their first heavy winter snowfall much earlier than 

normal in mid-October too.      

 

The observant ones will have noticed that again, three weeks earlier than normal the 

winter migrant birds, ducks and geese from the arctic are with us in massive 

numbers - signs of a cold winter on the way.  The late spring, by four weeks, I said 

would be tacked onto the end of summer, and that is the case, berries, fruits, seeds, 

hips and haws cover the trees, and leaves are late to fall this year too, therefore 

nature it its infinite wisdom has prepared the ground well. 

There are those who say that the abundance of berries and fruits are the result of 

optimum growing conditions, agreed, but take the argument a bit further and ask 

why? 

 

I made mention last month of the significance of the Ivy plant for winter 

survival of the smaller birds, on a bright sunny day take a position near such a 

plant and just watch and see what insects this plant attracts, you will be 

surprised at just how many insects feed from this innocuous, yet vital plant. 



I have a deliberate policy of no advertising, no publicity (hence no Twitter or other 

social media) and I speak when spoken to, those that wish to find me, manage quite 

well using a name search on any search engine.   The methodology here now is as 

good as I can get it, it is not perfect and I never make that claim, it is however good 

enough to give a pretty accurate indicator at least 90 days ahead.  I get many 

requests asking me for methodology detail, I get a few adverse comments too – but 

not that many; the aim of the website (which sprang up from my hobby) is to 

entertain, educate, inform and enlighten the reader on how our forefathers managed 

quite successfully to advance predict the weather at least one growing season (90 

days) ahead.   

 Many of us were raised with some country sayings or country etiquette (always shut 

the farm gate after you), but sadly as is the case nowadays such old habits are dying 

or being lost, in common with many other such old skills, the ubiquitous cell, tablet, 

laptop or social media have replaced the need for books or personal knowledge 

and/or research, a sign of the times. 

So in a small attempt to re-kindle some interest on what is around us and what it tells 

us when we walk across a field or beside a hedgerow, or see a plant, or hear a bird, 

the website was born, and hopefully over the winter months will be up-graded; but in 

addition to this, and at the risk of telling the world ‘how to do it,’ and giving most of 

the secrets away, for the interested ones, I have put all I know into a book.   The 

book will tell you how to start with an empty spreadsheet and after copious research, 

observation looking and using your eyes, maybe, just maybe in the fullness of time, 

you too may get the hang of how to be able to advance predict your own weather in 

your own locality.  Yes, sounds simple, but after a while you get the hang of it – you 

will have the advantage of some 40 years of accumulated skill and knowledge to 

help you too.    

The script has been completed and is now with the publisher, it will be about 200 

pages or so, not many pictures, a lot of easy to follow detail, but all the saw/sayings 

and ‘how to get the essential data,’ included.   For sure it will be an interesting and 

informative read – without doubt, everyone will learn something about the weather. 

All being well, publication will be early spring with a price of £12.99.   I hope to try to 

get any reader to go out and actually look and see what is out there that nature does.   

Everyone looks, but very few see, it requires no expense other than a good retentive 

memory or a pencil and paper to record what you see.  I have provided a list of 

books, similar to what are on the website with a couple of additions for further study.   

I am not making a mint from the book, all I want to do is to spread my knowledge and 

skill to others and hope that they too, in due course will pass such skills on to their 

siblings. 

 

 



The high tides warnings for 16-18th October were 100% correct in that the river 

Thames had to issue flood warnings for parts of London and environs, therefore 

once again the methodology worked. 

 

The sharp eyed will have looked at the saws/sayings for October, and found that at 

least 12 of the saws indicate a long hard cold winter – some even indicate snow, I 

cannot accept that, as many ‘experts and prophets’ state, we are in for another 

warm, mild wet winter,   The methodology here I trust. 

 

On 17th October the Met Office issued an interesting blog informing us that 

the £97 million computer will now be able to provide weather forecasts for us 

a full year ahead – which was followed by a most interesting article in The 

Telegraph by their respected and knowledgeable Science correspondent 

Sarah Knapton on 18th October.   I do not normal make the effort to reply to 

such claims; however, I have been doing what I do for several years now and 

using nature, which is always correct and never wrong.   I penned an e-mail 

to Sarah in which I made some cogent comments concerning such a 

claim/aim, as a counter to such claim, but also suggesting that she obtain 

the 2017 forecast and stand it against the methodology here to see which 

effort might be nearer to the actual weather.   If any reader wishes to read 

my submission, please ask and I will forward it to you via e-mail. 

 

Finally, I hope the high tides of the 14th pass off without too many problems.     BST 

ends 30th October, so dark nights again and winter cometh.  Do not forget to out the 

clocks back an hour. 

 

 

 

©David King   Edenbridge    October 2016. 

 

 



NOVEMBER 2016 
 

NEW MOON  = 29th @ 1219hrs = Snow & rain 
1st QUARTER MOON =7th @ 1952hrs = Fair & frosty 

FULL MOON 14th @ 1353hrs = Snow/rain + SUPERMOON 
LAST QUARTER MOON  21st @ 0834hrs = Cold rain 

 
DoP = 11th St Martin 

 
Highest spring tides 14th to 18th 

 

APOGEE 27th @ 2009hrs:  PERIGEE 14th @ 1124hrs. 
DANGER WARNING: FULL MOON + SUPERMOON + PERIGEE + HIGHEST SPRING 

TIDES  
 14th to 18th.  EXPECT SEVERE WEATHER PROBLEMS.  

 
 
 

1st All Saints On November 1st if weather be clear, 'tis the end of sowing you'll do  
this year, weather will deteriorate thereafter with rain or frost. 

 
2nd All Souls Day If wind SE it will stay until Candlemass (2/2) and winter will be mild 

with little snow. 
 
  10th Martinmass Eve Where the wind blows on Martinmass Eve, there 'twill be for 

the rest of winter. 
 
11th St Martin DoP.  The weather is said (reliably) to foretell the weather for three 

months (2/2)  and so for the rest of winter.   The onset of winter.   Martlemass day. 
 
14th PERIGEE @ 1124hrs 
 
21st As this day so the winter. 
 
23rd St Clement St Clement gives the winter - a fairly accurate quote. 
  
25th St Catherine As St Catherine, foul or fair, so 'twill be next Februair.   Laurel tree 

flowers about this time. 
 
27th Apogee @ 2009hrs   Advent Sunday. 
 
 30th St Andrew  
 
 
MET OFFICE NOTES:    24th October to 13th stormy.  15th to 21st quiet.  
     24th to 14th December stormy. 
 
BUCHAN NOTES:  6th to 13th cold period. 
 
Name of full moon for month is Fog moon. 
 
Tree of the month up to 23th is Rush, thereafter the Elder. 
 

 
 



 

General Notes and Comments. 
 

The Black month.   Drab foggy depressing weather. 
The month when the sun loses its power.  The first month of the winter quarter. 

 
The weather St Martins Day (11th) will fortell the weather for 3 months AND where 

the wind blows on the 10th it will remain for the winter.   REINFORCED by 
wind at NW on Martinmass and severe winter to come. 

 
The above sayings and observations need heeding for they often add up to a very 

accurate picture. 
 

Any time of St Martins Day expect a short spell of fine weather ’St Martins Summer’, 
lasting three days and a bit. 

 
11th - Leaves on trees and grape vines this day indicate a hard winter (proven).    

WNW wind this day indicates a severe winter (proven).   If a SW wind this day 
it will remain until old Candlemass (2/2) with a mild winter up to then and no 

snow to speak of. 
 

If dry fair and cold on Martinmass, the cold in winter will not last long. 
 

If All Saints Day (1st) brings out winter then St Martins will bring Indian summer.    If 
a beech nut be found dry, a hard winter - If wet and not light, expect a wet 

winter. 
Flowers in bloom indicate a hard winter. 

As November, so the following March.   [No real proof of this] 
 

St Clements (23rd) is the first day of winter, and is said to give the weather for 
February. 

If new moon on 13th and full moon on the 28th - look for a change in the weather. 
Expect both rain and frost after the 1st. 

If ice in November will bear a duck, then the rest of winter is slush and muck. 
If late October and early November be warm and rainy, then January and February 

shall be frosty and cold. 
 

If leaves not fall by Martinmass then a cruel winter’s on its way. 
 

Sybil of months and worshipper of winds I love thee, rude and boisterous as thou art. 
 

November cold, Christmas warm. - wistful 
 

Ice in November brings slush in December. 
 

If the water freezes in November, January will be all the wetter.   
 

No warmth, no cheerfulness, no healthful ease, no comfortable feeling in any 
member, 

no shade, no sun, no butterflies, no bees, no fruit, no flowers, no leaves, November. 



 
When in November the water (table) rises, it will show itself the whole winter. 

 
A miserable month. 

 
Thunder in November, a fertile year to come. 

 
    
 

THE NAME OF THE FULL MOON THIS MONTH IS FOG MOON. 
 

The tree of the month up-to 24th is the Rush.   Thereafter the Elder.  
 
 

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR EDENBRIDGE (USING 1981-2010 FIGURES) 
Mean Max: 11.1C  Mean Min: 3.4C  Mean Avg: 7.25C 
  Rainfall: 85.1mm Sunshine: 87.8hrs  (day = 2.93hrs) 
 

1st  11.4C   10.8C    
30th  8C   7.4C 

 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



DATE Chandler & Gregory Brooks Lamb Buchan Met Office Season

Barry & Perry

November 01 24th - 13th Nov stormy 1st - 2nd cold northerly stormy 10/9 - 19/11

November 02  period autumn

November 03 24th - 13th Nov. Late Autumn 

November 04 rains & frequent storms

November 05

November 06 6th - 13th

November 07 cold

November 08 period

November 09 peak day 9th - 12th peak period

November 10 9th - 12th peak period

November 11 9th - 12th peak period

November 12 peak day 9th - 12th peak period

November 13

November 14

November 15 15th - 21st anti- 15th - 24th quiet with 15th - 21st

November 16 cyclonic anti-cyclonic and fog. quiet

November 17 17th - 20th dry.  Fog peak days 17th - 19th period

November 18 central and peak day peak days 17th - 19th 10/9 - 19/11

November 19 southern England peak days 17th - 19th autumn

November 20 peak day 20/11 -19/1

November 21 early winter

November 22

November 23

November 24 24th - 14th Dec stormy 24th - 14th

November 25 peak day 25th - 10th Dec early winter storms & rains stormy

November 26 25th - 29th peak days period

November 27 25th - 29th peak days

November 28 25th - 29th peak days

November 29 25th - 29th peak days 20/11 -19/1

November 30 early winter



NOVEMBER 2016

Moon Weather DoP Saint/Holy Other Quarter Apogee Met Off Buchan Highest Supermoon
Day day day Perigee Stormy/quiet warm/cool Tides

1 T all saints Stormy 
2 W all souls 24/10 to
3 T 13th
4 F ""
5 S ""
6 S "" cold 6th
7 M 1stQ fair+frosty "" to
8 T  "" 13th
9 W "" ""

10 T "" ""
11 F YES St Martin "" ""
12 S "" ""
13 S "" ""
14 M FULL snow/rain EXTREME Perigee highest tides Supermoon
15 T DANGER Quiet 14th
16 W PERIOD 15th to 
17 T to 18th
18 F 21st ""
19 S ""
20 S ""
21 M LQ cold rain ""
22 T
23 W St Clement
24 T stormy 
25 F St Catherine 24th
26 S to
27 S Advent Sunday Apogee 13-Dec
28 M ""
29 T New snow +rain St Andrew ""

30 W ""

  




